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reusable 
shields

frames 
available in 
six translucent 
colorsVista-Tec

ultra light

Vista-Tec provides full facial protection and an excellent optical view. It 
is comfortable to wear and elegantly designed; in addition, it does not 
hinder communication with the patient.
The protective shields, which are made of the highest quality plastic, 
are scratch resistant, antiglare and antifog. They can be used several 
times as they can be cleaned easily with mild soap and water. Shields 
are also available separately as refi lls.
The frame is lightweigh, fl exible and can be worn comfortably all day. 
It is available in six translucent colors. Available as well in the black 
autoclavable and thermo-disinfectable version.
The clip integrated into the frame allows easy fi xing of the protective 
shield. Once inserted on the frame, the shield is angle and height 
adjustable.

The shields are also available in the eyewear version suitable for 
patients as well. The special design of these shields provides 
comfortable and complete protection when worn with surgical masks.
The lightweight frame is fl exible and comfortable thus when worn, 
no pressure is exerted on the head, ears and bridge of the nose. It is 
available in white and fi ve delicate translucent colors: transparent, 
yellow, blue, pink and green.

Clipon - The plastic clips to fi t Vista-Tec shields on prescription 
spectacles, supplied with classical faceshields. For L-Clipon, the plastic 
clips are coming with L-Faceshields, a larger version of the shields 
fi tting over loupes.

Clipon, for spectacle wearers

2 Clipon, 5 shields REF 5622
5 faceshields REF 5617 
10 faceshields REF 5616

L-Clipon, for loupes

2 Clipon, 5 L-shields
 for loupes REF 5630
10 L-faceshields REF 5632

Protecting your eyes from dangerous blue light frequencies coming 
from curing lights. The high quality of these orange-tinted shields 
allows an excellent optical view, while keeping the eyes safe. These 
shields are easily fi xed on Vista-Tec frames or Clipon to assure a 
comfortable, lightweight and eff ective barrier against high-intensity 
light. Available as full-face shield and as eyeshield, which is also 
suitable to protect patients.

SWISS
MADE

Vista-Tec ultra light Eyeshield: 
1 frame, 5 eyeshields

 white REF 5628/W
 yellow REF 5628/Y
 blue REF 5628/B
 transparent REF 5628/T
 pink  REF 5628/P
 green  REF 5628/G

Vista-Tec ultra light Eco: 
1 frame, 5 shields

 white REF 5621/W
 yellow REF 5621/Y
 blue REF 5621/B
 transparent REF 5621/T
 pink  REF 5621/P
 green  REF 5621/G

Vista-Tec  ultra light Classic: 
1 frame, 10 shields 

 white REF 5624/W
 yellow REF 5624/Y
 blue REF 5624/B
 transparent  REF 5624/T
 pink REF 5624/P
 green REF 5624/G

Autoclavable Vista-Tec: 
1 frame

 black REF 5613

Autoclavable Vista-Tec: 
1 frame

 black REF 5613

Refi lls: 

 5 Faceshields REF 5617
 10 Faceshields REF 5616

Vista-Tec
Faceshield
Feather-light 
protective faceshield

Clipon &
L-Clipon
Protective shields for 
glasses and loupes

Vista-Tec
Eyeshield
Feather-light 
protective eyeshield

Vista-Tec
Orange
shields
Perfect protection for 
high-intensity light

Refi lls: 

 5 Eyeshields REF 5618
 10 Eyeshields REF 5619

Vista-Tec Orange shields

 3 Orange faceshields REF 5617/O
 3 Orange eyeshields REF 5618/Oautoclavable 

frame

2008 Preferred Product


